The Use of Guardianships & Conservatorships for Individuals with Fluctuating Capacity

Navigating the rocky waters when an adult is in temporary crisis

A child who has stopped taking a necessary medication, is harming him or herself, or who desperately needs medical assistance but can’t—or won’t—get it. These scenarios are every parent’s worst nightmare, and are all the more complicated when that child is an adult. What can family members do when a grown-up loved one is going through a (hopefully) temporary crisis? How can lawyers navigate this new territory in light of evolving laws and help family members get what they need, be it a medical certificate or access to vital information?

This new program helps practitioners navigate a client through a crisis in which a family member or loved one is struggling with a temporary limited capacity due to mental health issues, substance abuse problems, and the like. Expert practitioners guide you through the process of how and when to use a guardianship or conservatorship in a crisis situation where the individual is not permanently incapacitated. You learn how and when to use the district court for involuntary placement, how to navigate the courts when an individual also has criminal issues pending as a result of their mental health crisis, and also about potential options for help outside of the court system.

Agenda and written materials
► How and When to Use Guardianships
► How and When to Use Conservatorships
► Involuntary Placement
► Navigating the Courts
► What to Do When Additional Criminal Issues Are Pending
► Potential Options Outside of the Court System
► “Ask the Experts” Q&A Session

Take this program and get this book—a $165 value—FREE!

Guardianship and Conservatorship Practice Under the Massachusetts Uniform Probate Code

On July 1, 2009, the Massachusetts Uniform Probate Code provisions pertaining to guardianship and conservatorship practice took effect. The new law brought about dramatic changes in substantive law, applicable procedures, forms, and practice—indeed, even in the very concepts of “guardian” and “conservator” as applied under Massachusetts law. These important developments are addressed in Guardianship and Conservatorship Practice Under the Massachusetts Uniform Probate Code, the latest edition of MCLE’s comprehensive practice manual on guardianship and conservatorship. The book includes essential guidance for navigating the landscape of the MUPC, with applicable statutory authority, leading case law, procedural requirements, practical guidance, and forms.

With MCLE’s supplementation service, new supplements are mailed automatically with an invoice. If you do not wish to subscribe, please note on order form.

Tuition includes written materials*
► $245
► $220.50 MCLE Sponsor Members
► $122.50 New lawyers admitted to law practice after 2012, pending admittees and law students
New 50% discount! Exclusively for new lawyers

Tuition includes written materials*
► $245
► $220.50 MCLE Sponsor Members
► $122.50 New lawyers admitted to law practice after 2012, pending admittees and law students

CAN’T ATTEND?
► View the webcast—live or later, or download the mp3 recording at www.mcle.org
Available after Monday, July 6
► Audio CD
► $135
► $121.50 MCLE Sponsor Members

Earn up to 3 CLE credits

*To receive the eBook instead of the print book of the MCLE manual accompanying this program, please register for the program online at www.mcle.org and select your preferred format.
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